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About Me

- Mother to one year old son, Oliver
- UNCC- double major Chemistry and Criminal Justice
- Found love for cybersecurity along the way
- Utica College- Class of 2016
- Information Security Analyst Novant Health- 3 years
- Network+, Security+, GCIH
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Scientific Method

- Focused thought process
- Helps keep main goal in mind
- Even if you go down a path with experiment that didn't work, can take direct path back to main goal
Observation

SIEM alert for Brute Force Logons from one user account to internal server

Accept or Reject

Accept
User had not logged off of server after password was changed; the server was still trying to authenticate using the user's old credentials

Question

Why is user account failing logons?

Experiment

Check date user last changed password
Check last logoff from server

Hypothesis

User changed password recently and has cached credentials on server
Observation

SIEM alert for Brute Force Logons from one user account to internal server
Question

Why is user account failing logons?
Hypothesis

User changed password recently and has cached credentials on server
Experiment

Check date user last changed password

Check last logoff from server
Accept or Reject

Accept

User had not logged off of server after password was changed the server was still trying to authenticate using the user's old credentials
Observation

SMB alert for multiple devices showing malware infection.

Question

What is causing the malware outbreak?

Question

What is the AV alert?

Question

What is triggering the AV alert?

Question

What can be done about AV alert?

Hypothesis

Infected file on file share

Hypothesis

One website hosting malicious content

Hypothesis

Different malicious sites

Hypothesis

New AV signature

Hypothesis

Something in common on websites

Hypothesis

Wordpress plugin vulnerable to spyware

Hypothesis

Web browsing denied by AV policy

Experiment

Check file causing AV alert

Experiment

Check to see if some website

Experiment

Check reputation of websites

Experiment

Check threat database for AV signature

Experiment

Look for similarity of all websites being visited

Experiment

Wordpress plugin vulnerability Google search

Experiment

All web browsing is a file with URL string

Accept or Reject

Reject

Accept or Reject

Reject

Accept or Reject

Accept

Accept or Reject

Accept

Accept or Reject

Accept

Accept or Reject

Accept
Observation

SIEM alert for multiple devices showing malware infection
Question

What is causing the malware outbreak?
Hypothesis

Infected file on file share
Experiment

Check file causing AV alert
Accept or Reject

Reject
Hypothesis

One website hosting malicious content
Experiment

Check to see if same website
Accept or Reject

Reject
Hypothesis

Different malicious sites
Experiment

Check reputation of websites
Accept or Reject

Reject
What is the AV alert?
Hypothesis

New AV signature
Experiment

Check threat database for AV signature
Accept or Reject

Accept
Question

What is triggering AV alert?
Hypothesis

Something in common on websites
Experiment

Look for similarity of all websites being visited (/wp-content/plugins)
Accept or Reject

Accept
Hypothesis

WordPress plugin is vulnerable to spyware
Experiment

WordPress plugin vulnerability Google search
Accept or Reject

Accept
Question

What can be done about AV alert?
Hypothesis

Web browsing denied by AV policy
All web browsing to sites with URL string (/wp-content/plugins) that were triggered for AV alert was being denied by AV policy for spyware.
Accept or Reject

Accept

AV alert was being triggered due to new AV signature for spyware, users were web browsing to sites that were hosting vulnerable WordPress plugins. Web browsing was being denied for AV policy for spyware and only remediation is for sites to update vulnerable WordPress plugins.
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